The Strategic Approach to

IT Risk Management

SET A FIRM FOUNDATION TO MINIMIZE BUSINESS RISKS AND ENSURE COMPLIANCE

Safeguarding your company in a world where business networks are increasingly inter-connected and potentially devastating risks are always lurking can be a daunting task. Securing your IT systems is an important first step, but in today’s volatile world, you need more to minimize the threats your business faces.

Many organizations are expanding traditional security approaches and moving to comprehensive Governance, Risk, and Compliance (GRC) programs that cut across silos and involve the entire business enterprise. GRC is a set of processes, practices, and technologies that eliminate the risks that could prevent companies from reaching their business objectives. Implementing a risk management program from a GRC approach is an important step toward protecting your organization.

THE DYNTEK RISK MANAGEMENT SOLUTION

With years of experience and a history of successful risk management engagements with high profile organizations, DynTek is uniquely qualified to help you move to an IT risk management program with a GRC perspective. We look at risk management from an enterprise governance standpoint rather than one focused strictly on IT operations. Our comprehensive look at your people, processes, and technology leverages key enterprise GRC principles.

We begin by gaining a full understanding of your business objectives and security culture. We then determine your risk profile by looking at nearly 100 key technical and programmatical points of control, assess them six different ways, and perform multiple calculations on each. The resulting 1,000 different measurements of organizational risk establishes your risk management baseline.

We then engage you in strategic discussions enabling us to recommend possible improvements to your people, process, and technology that will help enhance your overall security profile and increase your ability to reach your business goals. We can then help you implement the corrective action program to enhance your business processes, institute training programs, optimize your existing systems, or provide you with needed new technology solutions.
The DynTek Risk Management Offering

There are multiple levels of risk management that you must address to properly protect your organization. We guide you through the maze of possible process and technology options to ensure you implement the ones that best meet the needs of your business.

KEY COMPONENTS to Our Risk Management Offering:

- Strategic Security Planning
- Vulnerability Management
- Physical Security
- Network Perimeter Security
- Cloud Security
- Identity and Access Management
- End Point Security
- Risk and Compliance Technology
- Data Security
- Incident Response
- Disaster Recovery
- IoT Security

DynTek holds the top medallion levels across a broad range of industry-leading technology leaders including McAfee, Cisco, Cylance, Palo Alto Networks, and FireEye. These technology partnerships combined with our extensive in-house strategic risk management knowledge provide you with an unrivaled array of technical expertise and real-world deployment experience to address your complete risk management needs.

The DynTek Difference

We are not simply order-takers focused exclusively on plugging in products that enable you to check off a box in an arbitrary security checklist. We evaluate your controls and the compliance requirements they address. We gauge how well the control is integrated into your environment and whether there is enough organizational knowledge around it to ensure it is effective. Most importantly, we are looking for risk factors that cannot be solved by a piece of technology alone.

As experts in risk management, we ensure that you always stay in the forefront of technology and risk management thinking. As a leader in your organization, you are accountable for minimizing risks that may adversely affect your organization. Partnering with DynTek ensures you can fulfill that responsibility.

About DynTek

As a national systems integrator and risk management partner, DynTek Services Inc. delivers exceptional, cost-effective professional consulting services, end-to-end IT solutions, and IT product sales to a broad range of commercial and public organizations. We provide aligned technology solutions and strategic guidance to help you overcome your business challenges. By combining outstanding technical expertise with responsive customer service, DynTek provides you with the most effective risk management solution in the industry.